Introducing VIPS
Visibility Into Performance System
Global Process Management is a provider of Engineering and Operations Management
services with over 10 years of proven results in locations around the world. One of the keys
to our success is our attention to detail in managing hundreds of tasks across different
locations and functional areas every day. When we wanted a system to help us to do this,
we could not find anything on the market that was suitable; so instead we built our own.

VIPS allows it’s users to manage all of their Operational,
Engineering and Project tasks in one dynamic platform.
Better still, the application works on your laptop, tablet or
smartphone to give you the flexibility you need in any
situation.

Want to complete a walk around check as part of daily
management systems? No problem, a few clicks and the
interactive check sheet is available on your mobile device to
guide you through your work.

Want to service a piece of equipment on a production line?
No problem, the work order will be in your queue with
instructions, diagrams and a spare parts list.

Want to manage a machine upgrade or even a large scale
project? No problem, the project module in VIPS allows you to
plan and implement pre-work, installation, check out and startup activities and then monitor progress through a range of tools
and reports.

How it Works
Work Lists are stored in a library and include information such as:
Category

Work Lists can be categorised as an Daily Management System
Check, a Work Order for a Maintenance Task or a Project Device
Check.

Resource

Which resource should complete the work? Leader, Engineer,
Technician or Operator.

Frequency

How often should the work be completed?

Tasks

A step by step, detailed description of the work that needs to be
completed. Including words, photos, diagrams, hyperlinks, etc.

Project Stage

Used in project applications to help with sequencing of work and
avoidance of conflicts.

User accounts are set up, and these include the individual’s role and discipline. Work lists
can then be assigned to any resource in the system as one off or recurring task.
Launch the app and it will open your queue and allow you to see what work you have
scheduled for today.
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Library

Administrator

What’s In a Worklist?
Each worklist contains a detailed list of tasks
that specifies the work that needs to be
completed.

Tasks can be opened to reveal additional information
such as photographs, diagrams, hyperlinks etc.
Once the work is completed, the slider is moved over
to confirm the task is done.

What If I Find a Problem?
If a problem is found during the course of a task being
completed, an Punch List item can be raised to make sure the
team follows up. The punch list is available from most screens by
clicking the ‘Add Punchlist button.
A dialogue box opens that allows a user to
specify the location of the problem and what
resource is needed to fix it. A comment can be
added and a user can even take a photograph
to help others understand what needs to be
done.
If a punch list is assigned to you by someone
else, you will be notified by e-mail with a useful
hyperlink that will take you into the system to
view the item.
On completion, remedial actions can be
recorded, and the punch list item can be closed.

How Do I Track Progress?
Dashboards are available for the team to understand how things are going with tasks in the
Daily Management System, the Maintenance System and any Projects that are ongoing.
Each dashboard is tailor made to provide the team with the information they need to
manage work effectively.

If it’s top line information that you need, each
dashboard leads with a traffic light panel to show
the overall status.

If you want to
drill down
further,
information is
available
around
conformance
to plan.

Work can be
tracked versus
the schedule to
see if specific
activities are
ahead or
behind.

Punch list
completion
can be shown
by discipline
so it is clear
how each
team is doing.

Daily notes and a
photo galery help
to keep the team
updated.

Is VIPS Easy to Use?
In keeping with most apps,
VIPS has been designed to
be very intuative and easy to
use. As per a banking app,
news app or weather app,
any user can quickly learn
how to navigate around VIPS
and find the information
they need. That said, GPM
provide on-line training for
their clients to make sure
they are getting the most
out of using the app.

How Do I Find Out More?
For further information please contact Rene Zelders or Rae Kirkwood who can arrange for a
demonstation of the system, along with a discussion on your specific needs.

Rae Kirkwood
Managing Director
tel:
e-mail:

